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• Why do we lobby? 

 

• Who do we lobby? 

 

• How do we lobby? 

 

• How can you help? 

 

 

 



Why do we lobby? 

• Influence the debate 
» Impossible for MPs and peers to be experts on every single 

subject.  

» The vast majority will not be solicitors, or have much legal 

knowledge 

» MPs and peers often rely on briefings from expert organisations 

• Raise our profile 
» The more APIL becomes known in Parliament, the higher the 

profile, the greater its clout 

» Increased profile helps to build relationships both inside and 

outside Parliament 

• What we have to say is worth listening to 
 

 



Who do we lobby? 

 

 
• Shadow ministers 

• Select committee members 

• Members of all party groups (APPGs) 

• Government ministers 

• Other target MPs and peers 



How do we identify new target 

MPs? 
• Early Day Motions (EDMs) 

 

• Parliamentary questions 

 

• Intelligence from members 
 

 

 



How do we lobby? 

• Written briefings 
» Written briefings from APIL have been used and quoted by 

MPs and peers in Parliament 

• Meetings 
» Getting in front of an MP and peer grabs their attention 

» Important relationships have been formed from these 

meetings 

• Events in Parliament 
» APIL holds events in Parliament for MPs and peers on a 

particular topic. These events help APIL meet with new 

MPs and peers, as well as a way to maintain relationships 

with existing political contacts 

   

 



How do we lobby? 

• Giving evidence to 

parliamentary select 

committees 

– APIL often provides 

written evidence to 

select committee 

inquires, as well as 

being invited to 

provide oral evidence 



Are we listened to? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chuka Ummna MP, Shadow 

Secretary of State for Business 

Innovation and Skills, during a 

debate on the Enterprise and 

Regulatory Reform Act 2013 



Are we listened to? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Rt Hon the Lord Howarth of 

Newport CBE during a debate on 

the Mesothelioma Bill. 



Public support from MPs 



What can you do? 

• Provide case studies 

• MPs, and the press, like to hear facts and 

evidence. A case study makes our argument much 

more credible and persuasive 

 

• Lobby your MP 

• From time to time, we will ask members to lobby 

their constituency MP on a particular campaign 

 



How do you lobby your MP? 

• Write to your MP at- 

• House of Commons 

London 

SW1A 0AA 

 

• Email your MP at first name.last name.mp@parliament.uk 

• Meet with your MP at a local surgery. You can find these dates, and 

book an appointment by calling your MPs office at the House of 

Commons on 020 7219 3000 

 

 

 



Challenges 

• Shadow justice minister Andy Slaughter MP in the 

August 2012 edition of Claims Magazine, when 

discussing the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of 

Offenders Bill lobbying campaign by the claimant 

community as a whole, said- 

• “It has been quite an effective lobbying 

organisation but the problem is the Government is 

simply not listening and I believe had largely made 

its mind up beforehand” 
 



Contact details 

 3 Alder Court 

 Rennie Hogg Road 

 Nottingham 

 NG2 1RX 

Email- Sam.ellis@apil.org.uk 

 

Telephone- 0115 943 5426 
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